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I. INTRODUCTION

Under the current Medicare reimbursement system, as many as seven combinations of

payment policies for ambulatory surgery exist across the three ambulatory places of service — the

physician's office, the hospital outpatient department (OPD), and the freestanding ambulatory

surgical center (ASC). A physician is paid a global fee for an ambulatory surgical service

provided in his or her office. This global fee contains payment both for the professional services

of the physician and for the overhead costs of the physician's office. The physician's global fee

is also intended to cover certain related services, post-operative visits for example, that are

provided within a specified time period.

Generally, when an ambulatory surgical service is provided in either an OPD or an ASC,

the physician receives the same global fee as if the service had been provided in his or her office.

The OPD or ASC also receives a separate payment to cover its facility overhead costs. Most

often, there is no reduction in the payment to the physician, even though the physician's global

fee contains a payment for overhead costs. In effect, Medicare pays twice for overhead costs.

There are two exceptions to this payment scenario. The first is that ASCs only receive

facility overhead payments for specific procedures approved by Medicare. For a non-approved

procedure performed in an ASC only the physician receives a payment. The second exception is

that the physician's payment for an OPD procedure that is commonly performed in physicians'

offices should be capped at 60 percent of the office global fee, unless the OPD procedure is

performed as an emergency service. This 60 percent limit for outpatient physician payments is

intended to prevent the double payment of overhead costs by Medicare. However, it applies only

to certain outpatient services, and it does not apply to any ASC services. In addition, the 60

percent limit, reportedly, has not been strictly applied.
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Therefore, Medicare's payment system has double payments for facility overhead services

built into it. This double payment apparently creates a financial incentive to shift services away

from the office setting and to the OPD and ASC settings. The existence of this incentive has

taken on even more importance given the upcoming adoption of a national Medicare physician

fee schedule.

The Place of Service Payment Differentials project consists of three parts. The first is an

examination of the characteristics of ambulatory surgery by place of service. The second is a

measurement of the existing payment differentials across the three ambulatory settings. The third

is an exploration of alternative approaches to payment for ambulatory surgery.

The first paper
1

reported the results of the first task, focusing on a descriptive analysis of

surgery in the three ambulatory settings under study: physicians' offices, OPDs, and ASCs. The

analysis relied on Medicare claims for physician services to describe which ambulatory surgical

procedures are performed, where they are performed, and what physician specialties perform

them. In addition, emergency department claims were examined in order to assess whether such

services warrant separate treatment from non-emergency outpatient department claims.

The second paper
2
reported the results of the second task of the Place of Service Payment

Differentials project. It was based on an analysis of payments for surgical procedures under the

Medicare program in three ambulatory settings ~ physicians' offices, hospital OPDs, and

freestanding ASCs. The analysis relied on Medicare claims for physician and facility services to

'Colin Flynn and Margaret B. Sulvetta, "Descriptive Analysis of Surgery in Three Ambulatory Settings," Urban

Institute Working Paper 6089-01, February 1991.

^olin Flynn and Margaret B. Sulvetta, "Medicare Payment for Surgery in Three Ambulatory Settings," Urban

Institute Working Paper 6089-02, April 1991.
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explore the differences in procedure payments for certain high volume procedures by ambulatory

setting and by characteristics such as geographic location and physician specialty.

This third paper focuses upon an analysis of alternative payment methods for physician

services. It explores the effect of enforcing the 60 percent payment limit rule, extending the rule

to emergency and ASC services, as well as the effect of moving to a Resource Based Relative

Value System (RBRVS).

n. DATA SOURCES

The data used in this analysis are claims for physician services from the 1987 Part B

Medicare Annual Data (BMAD) 5 percent beneficiary file. This BMAD file consists of all the

Medicare Part B claims from a random five percent sample of Medicare's aged and disabled

beneficiaries and 100 percent of Medicare's end-stage renal disease (ESRD) beneficiaries. The

BMAD file includes claims from physicians, other non-physician providers (e.g., optometrists,

chiropractors, chiropodists, social workers, physical therapists, etc.), independent laboratories,

medical supply companies, ambulance services, clinics, and ambulatory surgical centers. These

different providers are identified on the file by a type of provider code, specialty code, and in

some instances, by the format of the provider identification number. The facility claims for ASC,

for example, are required to contain six numeric digits, the first two of which are the state code,

while physician IDs contain up to nine numbers and letters.

Records from the BMAD beneficiary file have a hierarchical structure based on the

beneficiary. Each record may contain multiple line-items, with each line-item representing the

provision of one or more of the same service to the same beneficiary by the same provider. Our

analysis occurs at the service level by using line-items. We confined the analysis to those line-
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items which represent a single service. Single service line-items were identified through the use

of the MTU (Miles/Time/Units) indicator, selecting those line-items where only one service was

performed. Throughout the discussion these single service line-items are referred to as physician

claims.

Three separate subsets of the BMAD file, one for each of the ambulatory settings, are

used in this analysis. The first step in this process was the identification of physician claims by

place of service. The BMAD file contains a variable indicating the place of service which,

unfortunately, is not reliable. Therefore, the straightforward method of creating analysis files for

this project could not be followed. We have, in ongoing work for the Health Care Financing

Administration, previously created two analytic files consisting of BMAD claims for physician

services provided in OPDs and in ASCs. A third file, consisting of physician office claims, was

created specifically for this analysis. The creation of these files is discussed briefly here, and

will be discussed in greater detail in a later report.

Identification of Services Performed in Outpatient Departments

Services which are performed by office-based physicians (i.e., physicians who are not

hospital employees) will have two components — a professional (physician) component, and a

technical (facility) component. Facility bills for the overhead costs of outpatient services are not

contained in BMAD, but rather they comprise a separate Hospital Outpatient (HOP) claims file.

We utilized information from the facility bills (HOP file) to help identify physician services

provided in the outpatient setting (BMAD file). The facility bills were taken from the 1987 HOP

file which contains all claims for hospital outpatient department facility services for the same five

percent sample of beneficiaries as in the BMAD file. Since every claim for a physician service
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in an OPD should have a matching claim from an OPD for the service provided, the OPD claims

from the HOP file can be used to positively identify OPD claims on the BMAD file.

Beneficiaries who were seen in a hospital OPD, including the emergency department, and then

admitted into the hospital, were excluded from this analysis. The claims from the 1987 HOP

were matched with 1987 BMAD claims using the beneficiary identification number and the date

of service. A two day window around the date of service was used to identify additional claims

that may have had a slight discrepancy in record keeping. Approximately one-quarter of a

million BMAD physician claims for ambulatory surgical procedures were identified for 1987

using this method.

Identification of Services Performed in Ambulatory Surgical Centers

Claims for physician services in ASCs were identified directly from the 1987 BMAD file.

Unlike the separate file for outpatient department facility claims, ASC facility claims are located

in the BMAD file along with the physician claims. In theory, ASC facility and physician claims

should be identifiable in BMAD by the place of service code. In addition, the ASC facility

claims should be identifiable by the type of service code and the provider identification number

as well. As noted earlier, ASC facilities are required to use a six digit provider ID that

distinguishes them from physician providers. However, in practice, the ambulatory surgical

centers do not adhere to the six digit ID requirement. Neither do ASCs accurately report the type

of service code, which is used to designate ASC facility usage, or the place of service code.

Furthermore, many ASCs and HCFA carriers also do not correctly report HCPCS (HCFA

Common Procedure Coding System) procedure codes for the services performed. Instead, they

frequently reported ASC facility services using ASC flat-rate billing codes. Therefore, none of
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these indicators, taken alone, is sufficient to accurately identify ASC facility claims or physician

services performed in an ASC. However, we have used all the available data items in an

iterative process of identification, cross-checking, and discovery of additional means of

identification, to find as many ASC facility and physician claims as possible. An internal BMAD

match by beneficiary identification number and date of service was then performed using the

identified facility and physician claims to find further claims. In addition, the internal match

between facility and physician claims was used to change flat-rate billing codes to surgical

procedure codes. Approximately 30,000 BMAD physician claims for ambulatory surgical

procedures were identified for 1987 using this method.

Two shortcomings of the ASC file should be noted. First, the claims from the carriers for

Puerto Rico and for railroad retirement beneficiaries were deleted during an early stage of file

development. Second, the carrier serving both Arkansas and Louisiana failed to report most ASC

facility claims. Claims for physician services in ASCs are present from both these states, but

these physician claims could not be cross-checked with the matching ASC facility claims.

Identification of Services Performed in Physicians' Offices

To identify claims for services in physicians' offices there was little choice but to rely on

BMAD place of service codes. The entire bill for services in physicians' offices, both the

physician and facility fees, is found in the BMAD file as one claim for the "global fee." Claims

for surgery in physicians' offices were identified using the office place of service code. One step

was taken to clean this file of claims with incorrect place of service codes. This involved

matching, by beneficiary identification number and date of service, the newly identified office

claims against any claims positively identified as either OPD or ASC claims that also had a place
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of service code for the physician's office. Any matching claims were then deleted from the

office file. This step prevented the double counting of claims. Approximately 1.6 million

BMAD physician claims for ambulatory surgical procedures were identified for 1987 using this

method.

IE. DEFINITION OF SURGICAL PROCEDURES

Surgical procedures are defined as those procedures coded in the HCPCS range 10000 to

69999. The HCPCS system consists of three parts: Level I, the American Medical Association's

Current Procedural Terminology, Fourth Edition (CPT-4), ranging from 00000 to 99999; Level n,

HCFA's alphanumeric coding system, ranging from A0000 to V9999; and Level HI, local carrier

coding, ranging from W0000 to Z9999. For our purposes, the surgical range of 10000 to 69999

is identical in both the HCPCS and CPT-4 systems.

The surgical range of HCPCS contains many procedures that might not normally be

considered surgery. This includes services such as drawing blood, catheterization, endoscopies,

biopsies performed using needles, and the application of casts. HCFA examined this question in

creating the regulations for ASCs and concluded that endoscopies and certain other invasive and

manipulative procedures, while not necessarily involving incisions, were to be considered surgical

procedures.
3

How then to remove non-surgical procedures from the analysis? One way could be to

identify procedures based on whether or not they are approved for performance in ambulatory

surgical centers.

3
Federal Register, Volume 47, page 12591.
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The Omnibus Reconciliation Act of 1980 (Public Law 96-499) authorized the extension of

Medicare Part B benefits to freestanding ASCs. The Department of Health and Human Services

was to determine which ambulatory procedures were to be covered. Determination of coverage is

based on three factors, the safety of the procedure for performance on an ambulatory basis, the

existence of a cost savings over performance of the procedure on an inpatient basis, and the lack

of conflict with the provision of the procedure in the physicians' office setting. To satisfy the

latter condition, procedures that were performed more than 50 percent of the time in physicians'

offices were not eligible to be ASC-approved procedures.

The list of ASC-approved procedures could not be used to identify surgical procedures for

two reasons. The first is coverage. Not all ambulatory surgical procedures are ASC-approved.

Some are not approved because they could not be performed safely in ASCs. Other procedures

are not approved because they would not have contributed to the shifting of care from inpatient

to ambulatory settings. These procedures are either rarely performed on an inpatient basis or

already frequently performed in physician offices. The second obstacle to use of the ASC-

approved procedures list is that the list changes frequently, with hundreds of procedures having

been added or removed since 1987.

Initial analysis of the BMAD physician claims discovered that one procedure, HCPCS

36415, routine venipuncture for collection of specimen(s), accounted for 38 percent of all surgical

claims. This was the most common procedure in both the office and OPD settings, and the ninth

most common procedure in the ASC. This code exists to provide a mechanism to reimburse the

physician for collecting blood samples for laboratory analysis.

Lacking a coherent method for removing all procedures that are strictly non-surgical in

nature, it was decided to delete the one blatantly non-surgical procedure, routine venipuncture,
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and to make note of any other potentially non-surgical procedures as they arose. This step

resulted in a decrease in the number of claims for ambulatory surgical procedures provided by

physicians from 1.9 million to 1.2 million claims. Given that our files are from a five percent

sample of Medicare beneficiaries, the 1.2 million claims represent approximately 24 million

surgical claims from Medicare beneficiaries nationwide.

Among the remaining, non-venipuncture ambulatory surgery claims, the physician's office

is by far the most dominant setting with nearly one million claims, for 80.7 percent of the total.

The hospital outpatient setting is responsible for the bulk of the rest of the claims, almost

200,000 claims, and 16.8 percent of the total. Ambulatory surgical centers account for the

remaining 30,000 claims, equal to 2.5 percent of the total number of surgery claims.

IV. PLACE OF SERVICE

As mentioned previously, BMAD place of service codes are considered to be unreliable.

Overall, 84.2 percent of the claims had place of service office, 11.4 percent had place of service

OPD, and 1.8 percent had place of service ASC (table 3). This is relatively close to the actual

distribution of claims across the three settings (80.7 percent office, 16.8 percent OPD, and 2.5

percent ASC), but far from a perfect match.

Examining the place of service codes within each of the three ambulatory settings

demonstrates the unreliability of the place of service coding. All of the office claims have place

of service office, by definition. The office claims BMAD file was created using only the place

of service code and screening for duplicate records.

However, only 63 percent of those claims identified through our matching process as OPD

claims have place of service OPD. Most of the rest are identified as having occurred in the
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office (20 percent), or in the inpatient hospital setting (13 percent). Since every one of these

physician claims matches a claim from a hospital OPD, these claims should almost all have been

coded as an OPD place of service. The 13 percent coded as place of service inpatient hospital

are particularly likely to be coding errors, given that all beneficiaries subsequently admitted to a

hospital have been removed from our database.

Ambulatory surgical center claims are even more diffuse than the OPD claims. Fifty-four

percent have place of service ASC, 31 percent have place of service OPD, 6 percent have place

of service office, and another 6 percent have place of service "other." In developing the ASC

database it was observed that several carriers did not use the place of service ASC code, but

rather, used the place of service "other" code for ASC claims. The large number of place of

service OPD claims may result from confusion over the status of hospital owned or affiliated

ASCs. Hospital-based ambulatory surgery units with clear administrative and financial

delineation from the parent hospital elect whether to be reimbursed as hospital outpatient

departments or freestanding ambulatory surgical centers. Their status may not be readily

apparent to beneficiaries, to physicians, or to the physicians' billing staff.

Since 81 percent of all claims are from the office claims file, any measure using the entire

set of ambulatory surgery claims will be heavily influenced by the trends of the office claims file.

Therefore, while the place of service codes are within a few percentage points of the distribution

of claims by ambulatory setting, they are not reliable across the three ambulatory settings. While

96 percent of the office coded claims are office claims, and 93 percent of the OPD coded claims

are OPD claims, only 75 percent of the ASC coded claims are ASC claims. Therefore, relying

too heavily on the BMAD place of service code does not appear to be prudent.
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V. TYPE OF SERVICE

The BMAD type of service code divides services into broad categories such as medical

care, surgery, anesthesiology, diagnostic lab, diagnostic x-ray, and numerous others. The type of

service code appears to be far more reliable than the place of service code. Fully 99 percent of

all the BMAD physician claims for ambulatory surgical procedures had a type of service code of

surgery. An additional one-half of 1 percent of the claims had type of service assistance at

surgery.

To further justify the removal of the routine venipuncture claims, we note that prior to

their removal, 25 percent of all ambulatory surgery claims had type of service diagnostic lab.

After the removal of the venipuncture claims, only one-tenth of one percent of the remaining

ambulatory surgery claims had type of service diagnostic lab.

Unlike the place of service coding, the type of service coding exhibits little variation

across the three ambulatory settings. Appropriately, type of service surgery dominates all three

settings, and is coded for 99 percent of office claims, 97 percent of OPD claims, and 94 percent

of ASC claims. The ASC setting has a number of claims coded type of service medical care (2

percent), and type of service diagnostic x-ray (1 percent). Both the OPD and the ASC settings

have more claims coded type of service assistance at surgery (2 percent and 3 percent,

respectively) than does the office setting (0.1 percent).

Identification of High Volume Procedures Common to All Settings

We had two concerns in identifying procedures for analysis ~ to keep the number of

claims up and to keep the number of procedures down. The best way to capture both the

procedures that are common to all three settings and the procedures that are frequent in each
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setting was to combine the 25 procedures common to all three settings and the ten most frequent

procedures from each setting. Due to overlap among these groups of procedures, this method

results in a total of 40 procedures.

These 40 procedures consist of: Twenty integumentary system (HCPCS range 10000-

19999) procedures, which consist of 11 excision of skin lesion procedures, three destruction of

skin lesion procedures, three debridement of nails procedures, and three other skin and nail

procedures; three musculoskeletal system (HCPCS 20000-29999) procedures; six digestive system

(HCPCS 40000-49999) procedures, all of which are gastrointestinal scope procedures; two urinary

system (HCPCS 50000-53999) procedures, both of which are cystourethroscopy procedures; one

nervous system (HCPCS 61000-64999) procedure; seven eye and ocular adnexa (HCPCS 65000-

68999) procedures, which consist of four cataract removal procedures and three other eye

procedures; and one auditory system (HCPCS 69000-69999) procedure.

VI. IDENTIFICATION OF COMMON OFFICE PROCEDURES

When a surgery is performed in an OPD the physician receives a payment for the

professional component of the service which, according to current regulations, may be either the

global fee as paid for the same service in the office setting or 60 percent of the global fee. The

60 percent limit applies to all OPD (including emergency department), services that are routinely

(more than fifty percent of the time) performed in physicians' offices. An emergency department

service that is a "bona fide emergency service" necessary to prevent the death or serious health

impairment of the patient is exempt from the 60 percent rule. By definition, Medicare ASC-

approved surgical procedures are not routinely provided in physicians' offices and therefore are

exempt from the sixty percent professional fee limit.
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HCFA publishes a list of the common office procedures which are subject to the sixty

percent payment limit when performed in an OPD. That list of procedures is contained in

Appendix A. The 40 top procedure codes listed above, contain 17 of the HCFA-identified

common office procedures. Those 17 procedure codes are presented in Table 1. They constitute

the set of procedures used in all subsequent analyses included here.

VII. CALCULATION OF PAYMENTS AND ADHERENCE TO
THE SIXTY PERCENT RULE

With the procedure selection completed we now focus on the analysis of variations in

payments for surgical procedures across place of service. The provider payment for a procedure

is defined as the amount that Medicare stipulates should be paid for the service to the provider.

This amount includes any beneficiary deductibles or coinsurance and excludes any balance

billing.

For the physician's data from the BMAD file - the physician's global fee for the office

setting, and the physician's component for both the OPD and ASC settings — the payment

amount is the allowed charge. The physician's payment, recorded as the allowed charge, for all

three settings is determined using the customary, prevailing, and reasonable charge screens by

specialty and locality. One exception is that the physician's payment for non-emergency services

provided in OPDs, that are commonly performed in physicians' offices, is subject to a charge

limit screen. This limit applies only to certain outpatient services and, reportedly, has not been

strictly applied.

When a physician performs a service in his office, he is paid a "global" amount which

represents both the professional component of the service and the technical component or

overhead (eg. utilities, nursing costs, etc.). When he performs the same service in an OPD, he
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Table 1

Description of 17 Selected Routine Office Procedures

11000 Ophridpmpnt of pxtprwivp pp7pm^itniiQ nr infpptpH <iVin nn to 1 nprppnt of hnHv

surface

11100 Biopsy of skin, subcutaneous tissue and/or mucous membrane (including simple

closure) unless otherwise listed

11440 Excision, other benign lesion (unless listed elsewhere), face, ears, eyelids, nose, lips,

mucous membrane lesion, diameter up to 0.5 centimeters

11442 Same as 11440, except lesion diameter 1.0 to 2.0 centimeters

1 170011/ UU DphriHpmpnt nf n^ilQ m^nn^l fivp nr IpqqJ-^C Ul 1UC1 1 Ul lla.llo, UlullUul^ 11VC Ul

11701 Debridement of nails, manual, each additional, five or less

11710 Debridement of nails, electric grinder, five or less

17000 Destruction by any method, with or without surgical curettement, all facial lesions or

premalignant lesions in any location, including local anesthesia, one lesion

17001 Same as 17000, except second and third lesions, each

17100 Destruction by any method of benign skin lesions on any area other than the face,

including local anesthesia, one lesion

20550 Injection, tendon sheath, ligament, trigger points or ganglion cyst

20610 Arthrocentesis asDiration and/or iniection maior ioint or bursa

45300 Proctosigmoidoscopy diagnostic (separate procedure)

45330 Sigmoidoscopy, flexible fiberoptic diagnostic

67210 Destruction of localized lesion of retina (e.g., maculopathy, choroidopathy, small

tumors) one or more sessions

67228 Destruction of extensive or progressive retinopathy (e.g., diabetic retinopathy) one or

more sessions

69210 Removal impacted cerumen (separate procedure) one or both ears
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does not incur the overhead associated with his office practice. Those overhead costs are borne

by the OPD and are reimbursed under a separate facility payment. Therefore, in order to avoid

duplicate payments for overhead services, non-emergency physician services performed in the

OPD are subject to a charge limit.

The charge base for this payment limit is set at the indexed prevailing for each service

furnished by non-specialist physicians in office based practices in the charge locality where the

hospital is located. If there is no non-specialist prevailing charge for the service, then the

specialist prevailing charge screen will be used as the charge base.

Carriers then calculate the charge limit for each service by multiplying the charge base

amount for each service by .60. The charge limit is then considered along with the billed

amount, customary, prevailing and indexed prevailing in determining the reasonable amount. The

charge limit is applied to all OPD, including emergency department, services that are routinely

(more than fifty percent of the time) performed in physicians' offices. As noted earlier, an

emergency department service that is a "bona fide emergency service" necessary to prevent the

death or serious health impairment of the patient is exempt from the 60 percent rule. By

definition, Medicare ASC-approved surgical procedures are not routinely provided in physicians'

offices and therefore are exempt from the sixty percent professional fee limit.

In the task two paper, we used national mean procedure charges from non-emergency

department OPD claims for 17 common office procedures to measure adherence to the 60 percent

rule. Non-emergency department OPD claims were used to screen out the "bona fide emergency

services" that would be exempt from the 60 percent rule. A substantial number of routine

services are probably provided in the emergency department, but without access to clinical

records there is no way to determine which emergency department services are routine and which
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are life-saving. The 17 procedures presented here are those procedures among the 40 procedures

used for prior analysis that also appear on a HCFA list of procedures that, nationally, are

routinely provided in offices.
4

Table 2 presents the mean national office global payments, the mean non-emergency

department OPD physician payments, and the OPD payments as a percent of the office payments,

for 17 common office procedures. The outpatient physician payments range from 88 percent of

the office global for procedure 69210 removal of compacted ear wax to 129 percent of the office

global for procedure 1 1442 excision of benign lesion. Only three of the procedures have OPD

physician payments of less than 95 percent of the office global. Indeed, the median procedure is

HCPCS 11100 skin biopsy with OPD physician payments of 105 percent of the office global.

As noted in the earlier paper, it appears that most carriers are not applying the 60 percent

outpatient limit for common office procedures. Using national means obscured some of the

variation, but if some carriers are applying the limit, they are most likely to be applying it to the

three procedures where the OPD payment is less than 95 percent of the office payment, HCPCS

67210 destruction of retinopathy, 67228 destruction of retinal lesions, and 69210 removal of

impacted ear wax.

For purposes of this analysis, we have refined the calculation of the charge limit. Rather

than relying on national means for allowed charges, the 60 percent charge limit was calculated in

the following manner. First, all office based physician claims for the selected 17 procedures

were extracted. The BMAD file contains an indicator which identifies the limiting screen on the

allowed amount, that is whether the allowed amount represents the billed, customary, prevailing.

"Health Care Financing Administration, "Outpatient Limit on Physicians' Services," Program Memorandum:

Carriers, Number B-90-8, November 1990.
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Table 2

Adherence to the 60 Percent Outpatient Limit on

Physician Payments, Using National Charge Limits

Uiiice

Global

Payment

Non-Emergency

Outpatient Dept

Physician

Component

Physician

Component

as percent

Ot LnODal

11000 Debridement $29.97 $29.81 99.5%

11100 Biopsy of skin 42.77 44.75 104.6

11440 Excision of lesion 51.01 62.25 122.0

11442 Excision of lesion 81.21 104.94 129.2

11700 Debridement of nails 20.13 20.45 101.6

11701 Debridement of nails 16.32 17.74 108.7

11710 Debridement of nails 22.07 21.07 95.5

17000 Destruction of lesion 33.32 34.58 103.8

17001 Destruction of lesion 20.45 19.97 97.7

17100 Destruction of lesion 27.19 28.90 106.3

20550 Injection treatment 26.25 29.03 110.6

20610 Aspiration/injection, bursa 31.46 35.25 112.0

45300 Proctosigmoidoscopy 42.71 46.36 108.5

45330 Sigmoidoscopy 119.85 129.83 108.3

67210 Destruction of retinal lesion 767.87 707.42 92.1

67228 Destruction of retinopathy 791.23 736.16 93.0

69210 Removal of impacted ear wax 15.29 13.49 88.2

Source: Flynn and Sulvetta, "Medicare Payment for Surgery In Three Ambulatory Settings,"

Urban Institute Working Paper no. 6089-02, April 1991.
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or indexed prevailing charge. We identified all claims where the indexed prevailing charge

screen was the limiting screen. The indexed prevailing was the limiting screen for 43.4 percent

of all claims. We then used these claims to calculate charge limits at the carrier level. Charge

limits were set at 60 percent of the carrier level indexed prevailing charge for each of the

seventeen procedures. Insufficient sample size precluded us from calculating the charge screen at

the carrier locality level.

Table 3 compares the mean allowed charge for physician services delivered in the office

with the mean allowed charge for physician services delivered in the hospital outpatient

department, exclusive of emergency room claims. The number of claims in column 1 indicates

the number of times the procedure was performed by a physician in the outpatient department.

For example, procedure code 11000 skin debridement was performed 44 times in the outpatient

department, based on the claims included in this sample. The average allowed charge for

procedure 11000 when delivered in physicians' offices is $29.97. That same procedure, when

delivered in the OPD has an average allowed charge of $29.79. The mean allowed charge for

physician services delivered in the outpatient setting is actually higher than the mean charge for

the same service delivered in the office setting for 11 of the 17 procedures. It is obvious from

this comparison, that the 60 percent charge limit is not routinely applied to OPD services.

The average charge limit amounts for the 17 procedures are displayed in column 2. As

noted above, the charge limit rules states that the allowed charge for physician services delivered

in the outpatient department should be set at 60 percent of the minimum of the: billed charge,

customary, prevailing, indexed prevailing, and the charge limit. A straightforward calculation of

this is accomplished by taking the minimum of the allowed charge present on the BMAD

physician claim and the 60 percent charge limit. The minimum of those two dollar amounts is
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the payment amount which physicians would have received if the charge limit screen had been

applied as required. Column 5 displays the allowed charge with the 60 percent rule applied.

Column 6 displays the ratio of actual allowed charges to the calculated screened charges. For 16

of the 17 procedures, the actual allowed charge paid to the physician by Medicare is 150 percent

or more of the allowed charge after incorporating the 60 percent charge screen. The smallest

difference is evident for procedure code 69210 removal of impacted ear wax with a mean actual

allowed charge of $13.55, and an estimated screened allowed charge of $11.06. The largest

difference is found for procedure 45330 sigmoidoscopy which has an actual mean allowed charge

of $130.20, and a screened allowed charge of $73.34.

Column 7 displays the percentage of claims for which the charge screen was the limiting

factor in calculating the allowed charge. (That is the minimum of the actual allowed charge and

the 60 percent charge limit was the charge limit.) The percent of claims subject to the charge

screen as the limiting factor ranges from roughly 66 percent for procedures 17001 destruction,

lesion -and 69210 removal of impacted ear wax to almost 94 percent for procedure code 1 1000

skin debridement. It is obvious from the percentages in column 7 that the 60 percent charge rule

is infrequently applied. If the 60 percent charge limit had been applied to the 6,832 claims

included in this simulation, Medicare payments would have been reduced by $670,078.

VID. EXTENSION OF THE SIXTY PERCENT RULE TO EMERGENCY SERVICES

As previously noted, bona fide emergency services are excluded from the 60 percent

charge limit rule. Without access to medical records we cannot determine which of the services

delivered in an emergency room were "bona fide" emergencies. Thus we excluded from the

previous analysis (Table 3) any claims which included a revenue center charge in an emergency
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room revenue center. Table 4 explores the effect of extending the 60 percent rule to services

delivered in the emergency room setting. As shown in column 1 , the number of occurrences of

these procedures in the emergency room is relatively small. The most frequently performed

procedure is 45330 sigmoidoscopy, with 542 claims. Five of the 17 procedures were performed

less than 20 times in an emergency room (ER) setting.

Table 4, column 2 displays the mean allowed global charge, that is the mean charge for

each procedure performed in a physicians' office. Column 3 displays the mean allowed charge

from the BMAD claims, for those physician services delivered in an emergency room. The

allowed charges range from $14.14 for procedure code 11710 nail debridement to $671.12 for

67210, destruction of retinal lesion. For 8 of the 17 procedures the average ER charge exceeds

the average physicians' office allowed charge. However, a comparison with table 3 shows that

the average allowed charges for services delivered in the emergency room are generally lower

than when those same services are delivered in the non-emergency OPD setting. Twelve of the

17 procedure codes have average non-emergency allowed charges above the ER allowed charges.

Column 4 displays the 60 percent charge limit screens for the 17 selected procedures.
5

The charge screens range from a low of $9.76 for procedure code 11701 nail debridement to a

high of $439.02 for procedure code 67210 destruction of retinal lesion. Column 5 displays the

allowed charge which would have been paid to physicians if the 60 percent rule were applied to

emergency room services. (Column 5 is calculated as the mean of the lesser of the existing

allowed charge on the BMAD bills and the 60 percent charge screen.) In those instances where

5
It should be recalled that these charge limits were calculated as 60% of the carrier procedure level prevailing

charge for services delivered in a physicians' office setting. Thus, the charge screens for tables 3, 4 (and 5) were

calculated off the same base, with a constant set of claims. These charge limits were then merged to the claims for

OPD nonemergency and emergency services (and in table 5, for ASC services) by carrier and procedure code. The

reason that the charge screens in table 4 (emergency room claims) differ from the charge screens in table 3 (OPD

nonemergency claims) is that the mix of carriers represented by the emergency and nonemergency claims differs.
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the procedure was performed infrequently (e.g., procedure codes 11100 and 11701) the new

average allowed charge equals the 60 percent charge limit.

Column 6 presents the ratio of the old allowed charge to the new allowed charge

incorporating the 60 percent charge limit. The allowed charge without the charge limit is shown

to range from 113 percent (procedure 11710 nail debridement) to 217 percent (procedure 11701

nail debridement) of the allowed charge which does incorporate the charge limit. The 60 percent

charge screen was the limiting factor in the simulated allowed charge calculation ranging from 55

percent of all claims for procedure code 17001 to 100 percent of all claims for procedure codes

11100 and 11701. Across the 1,218 claims included in this simulation, Medicare payments would

have been reduced by a total of $56,480 dollars if the 60 percent charge limit had been applied.

IX. EXTENDING THE SIXTY PERCENT RULE TO SERVICES IN THE ASC

Since the 60 percent payment limit has been applied only to those procedures which are

performed at least 50 percent of the time in the physicians' office, ASC-approved procedures

have been, by definition, exempt from the 60 percent charge limit rule. However, Table 5

displays the effect of extending the charge limit to physician services delivered in ambulatory

surgery centers.

As shown in Table 5, these services are delivered with very low frequency. Procedure

code 67228 exhibits the highest frequency with 180 claims. Seven of the 17 procedures were

provided twenty or fewer times in the ASC.

A comparison of columns 2 and 3 shows that the mean physician allowed charge for

procedures performed in the ASC is lower than the comparable average charge for procedures

performed in the physicians' office for 11 of the 17 procedures. The mean allowed charge for
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the ASC site of care ranges from a low of $22.02 for procedure code 20550 to a high of $671.45

for procedure code 67228. A comparison with Table 3 shows that for all but 5 of the procedures,

the average allowed charge in the ASC site is lower than the comparable average charge for

services delivered in the OPD.

Column 4 includes the mean 60 percent charge screen applicable to the ASC services.

Column 5 presents the average allowed charge when the 60 percent charge limit is included in

allowed charge calculations. The new average allowed charge exactly equals the 60 percent

charge limit for procedures 11000 and 11710. As shown in column 6, the ratio of the existing

allowed charge to the calculated allowed charge which incorporates the 60 percent charge limit

ranges from 1.23 for procedures 17000 and 20610 to 1.87 for procedure 45330. Column 7 shows

that the 60 percent screen was the limiting factor in the allowed charge calculation ranging from

47.5 percent of all claims for procedure code 17000 to 100 percent of all claims for procedure

codes 11000 and 11710. Across the 700 claims included in this simulation, Medicare savings of

$65,486 would have been recognized if the 60 percent charge limit screen were applied to the

physicians services delivered in the ASC.

X. THE RESOURCE BASED RELATIVE VALUE SYSTEM

The prior analysis was based on the physician payment system in effect in 1987, the year

represented by our claims file. As previously described, that system calculated allowed charge

amounts as 80 percent of the minimum of the billed, customary, prevailing and indexed

prevailing charges. The payment limit for routine office services delivered in an OPD was set at

the minimum of that allowed charge and the 60 percent charge limit, which, in turn, was
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calculated as .6 times the nonspecialist indexed prevailing charge at the carrier, locality,

procedure level.

Beginning in January 1992, the existing CPR-based (customary, prevailing, reasonable)

payment system was replaced by a system using resource based relative values (RBRVS). There

are three components to the RBRVS payment system: (1) the relative value for the service,

which is a national value for each procedure code; (2) the geographic adjustment factor (GAP),

which varies at the carrier locality level (called the geographic practice cost index, or GPCI); and

(3) the nationally uniform dollar conversion factor. There are separate relative values and

geographic adjustment factors for three components of the total service. These three components

include physician work (wk), practice costs or overhead (pc), and malpractice insurance costs

(mc). Using this approach, the payment for a given procedure in a given locality is calculated as:

(RVUwk*GPCIwk) + (RVUpc*GPCIpc ) + (RVUnc*GPCInc) * CF

The RBRVS system also incorporates a site of service payment differential. Those procedures

that are primarily provided in office settings are subject to a payment limit if they are performed

in outpatient departments. For those procedures, the practice cost RVU is reduced by 50 percent.

Payment is then set at the minimum of the billed charge or the reduced fee schedule amount.

The limit is applied only to the practice cost component of the fee schedule amount, to reflect the

lower practice costs incurred in the outpatient department. The current exemption for emergency

services has been eliminated unless they bill an emergency room code. Thus the practice cost

limitation applies to both emergency and non-emergency outpatient services. Under this

regulation, the fee schedule amounts for routine office services provided in an OPD are set at:

(RVUwk*GPCIwk) + ((RVU,,* .5)*GPCy + (RVU^GPCU * CF
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Calculating RBRVS Payment Amounts

While the previous analysis provides us with an estimate of the effects of adhering to the

CPR payment limitation for outpatient services, and extending the rule to services delivered in

the ASC, the next logical question is what effects would be observed under the Medicare fee

schedule. In order to address this question, we calculated fee schedule amounts for the 17

routine office procedures included above.

The RVS and GPCI values and 1992 CF were taken from the published RBRVS final

rules.
6 The conversion factor for 1992 of $31,001 was obtained by updating the 1991 conversion

factor by an annual update factor of 1.9 percent. However, since we are basing our simulation on

1987 claims, the conversion factor must be deflated back to 1987 using the annual updates.
7

The update factors are as follows:

Period Percent Increase

4/1/88-12/31/88 1.0

1/1/89-3/31/90 1.0

4/1/90-12/31/90 2.0

1/1/91-12/31/91 0.0

1/1/92-12/31/92 1.9

Thus the conversion factors for the period 1987-1992 are as follows:

Period Conversion Factor

1/1/87-12/31/87 $29,239

1/1/88-12/31/88 29.531

1/1/89-12/31/89 29.826

1/1/90-12/31/90 30.423

1/1/91-12/31/91 30.423

1/1/92-12/31/92 31.001

The conversion factor applied to the 1987 physician claims was $29,239.

federal Register, November 25, 1991, addendum B and addendum C.

7
Since each of the 17 procedure codes is in the CPT-4 surgery procedure range, the relevant update factors come

from the "other services" category as opposed to the "primary care" series.
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XI. RBRVS PAYMENTS BY SITE OF CARE

The effect of moving to a resource based relative value payment system is displayed in

Table 6. Column 1 displays the RBRVS payment amount for those services. This payment

amount is calculated as described above, and as noted, reflects the full relative values. Average

payment ranges from $12.32 for procedure code 17001 to $517.25 for procedure code 67228. It

is interesting to contrast these payment amounts with the mean payment amounts for physician

office services calculated using the CPR payment approach. Under the CPR payment system,

physician allowed charges ranged from $17.88 for procedure 11701 to $729.43 for procedure

67228. Average payment amounts under the RBRVS system are lower than under the CPR

system for 13 of the 17 procedures.
8

Column 2 in Table 6 presents the fee schedule amounts incorporating the reduced practice

cost relative values. After reducing the practice cost RVUs by 50 percent, the fee schedule

amounts for the 17 procedures range from $9.15 for procedure 17001 to $364.70 for procedure

67228. Column 3 displays the payment rate for those routine office services delivered in an

OPD. The payment is calculated as the minimum of the reduced fee schedule, or the billed

charge. Average payments range from $9.00 for procedure 17001 to $363.78 for procedure

67228.

Column 5 displays the ratio of the fee schedule amounts for physicians' office services

relative to the reduced fee schedule amounts. The full fee schedule amounts range from a low of

1.28 times the reduced fee schedule for procedure 20610 to 1.48 for procedure 69210. Column 6

8While these payment amounts are very close similar to the mean OPD payment amounts included in table 3,

they are not exactly equal because the two tables are based on a different number of claims. This difference is due

to the exclusion of railroad retirement claims from the RBRVS simulation. No GPCI factors were available for the

railroad retirement carrier, therefore, those claims were excluded from the RBRVS analysis. They were, however,

included in the analysis presented in table 3.
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shows that the ratio of previous allowed charges to the reduced fee schedule amounts ranges from

0.81 for procedure 20550 to 2.43 for procedure 45330. The reduced fee schedule amount was the

limiting payment factor for 47 percent of the claims for procedure 69210, and 99 percent of the

claims for procedure 67210 (column 7). Across the 10,831 outpatient physician claims included

in this simulation, the total dollars which could have been saved by transition from the old

allowed amounts to the reduced RVS amounts is $928,692.

XII. EXTENDING REDUCED RBRVS AMOUNTS TO ASC SERVICES

The regulations for reduction in fee schedule payments do not cover services delivered in

an ambulatory surgery center. The basic premise for payment reduction for services delivered in

an outpatient department is that non-reduction would result in duplicate payments for overhead.

Since routine office based procedures are not included on the ASC approved procedures list, no

facility payment would be made to ASCs for those procedures. Therefore, even though the

physician is paid for such services, this does not result in duplicate overhead payments.

However, although double compensation for overhead costs is not an issue, the physician would

still be paid for practice costs which he did not incur, since the ASC provided the overhead

resources, but the fee schedule amount recognizes the physicians' overhead expenses. We have

therefore chosen to examine the effect of extending the fee schedule payment limitation to

physician services delivered in the ASC. Table 7 presents the results of that analysis.

Column 1 displays the RBRVS payment amount for routine services delivered in an office

setting. This payment amount reflects the full relative values. As noted in the discussion of

Table 6, average payment ranges from $12.32 for procedure code 17001 to $517.25 for procedure
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code 67228. Column 2 in Table 7 presents the fee schedule amounts incorporating the reduced

practice cost relative values. After reducing the practice cost RVUs by 50 percent, the fee

schedule amounts for the 17 procedures range from $8.78 for procedure 17001 to $353.13 for

procedure 67228. Column 3 displays the payment rate for those routine office services delivered

in an ASC. The payment is calculated as the minimum of the reduced fee schedule or the billed

charge. Average payments range from $8.31 for procedure 17001 to $344.13 for procedure

67228. Column 4 presents the allowed charge for physician services delivered in an ASC.

Column 5 displays the ratio of the fee schedule amounts for physicians' office services

relative to the reduced fee schedule amounts. The full fee schedule amounts range from a low of

1.29 times the reduced fee schedule for procedure 69210 to 1.78 for procedure 17000. The

reduced fee schedule amount was the limiting payment factor for none of the claims for

procedure 20550, and 99 percent of the claims for procedure 45330 (column 7). Column 6

shows that the ratio of previous allowed charges to the reduced fee schedule amounts ranges from

0.81 for procedure 20610 to 2.82 for procedure 45330. Across the 700 ASC physician claims

included in this simulation, the total dollars which could have been saved by transition from the

old allowed amounts to the reduced RVS amounts is $82,584.

Xffl. CONCLUSIONS

This paper has used Medicare claims data to examine the extent of adherence to current

Medicare physician payment regulations, as well as the effect of adopting alternative payment

strategies. It has examined payment policies for physician services delivered in three ambulatory

settings -- the physician's office, the hospital outpatient department (OPD), and the freestanding

ambulatory surgical center (ASC).
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When Medicare services are delivered in a physician's office, the physician receives a

global payment which incorporates reimbursement for practice costs or overhead (e.g., nursing

staff, supplies, etc.) When services are delivered in an outpatient department, a separate facility

payment is made, which incorporates compensation for the facility's overhead expenses.

Therefore, in order to avoid double compensation for overhead expenses, physician

reimbursement for services delivered in an outpatient department are subject to a charge limit

screen. This screen is applied only to a specified list of procedures which are routinely

performed in a physician's office. "Bona fide" emergency services delivered in an outpatient

setting are exempt from the charge limit screen.

The charge limit base is the non-specialist indexed prevailing for the carrier locality where

the hospital outpatient department is located. This charge base is then multiplied by .6 to

calculate the applicable charge screen. The physician's reasonable charge is then set at the

minimum of the billed, customary, prevailing, indexed prevailing, and charge limit. For purposes

of this analysis, we have approximated the charge limit screen by multiplying the physician's

carrier level prevailing charge by .6.

This charge limit screen was then applied to physician's claims for 17 procedures included

in HCFA's list of services routinely provided in an office setting. These 17 procedures were

selected from a list of 40 procedures identified in a previous working paper. Those 40

procedures include 25 procedures that were among the 100 most frequently provided procedures

in each of the three ambulatory settings, and the ten most frequently provided procedures from

each of the three settings (there were 15 overlapping procedures). These 40 procedures captured

52 percent of all office surgery claims, 53 percent of all OPD single-coded physician surgery

claims and 70 percent of all ASC physician surgery claims.
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The most important finding is that there is little indication that the 60 percent charge

limit is being followed. The mean allowed charge for physician services delivered in an

outpatient setting was actually higher than the allowed charge for the same service delivered in

an office setting for 11 of the 17 procedures, excluding facility fees paid to OPD and ASCs. For

16 of the 17 procedures, the actual allowed charge paid to the physician by Medicare carriers was

150 percent or more of the allowed charge if the charge limit had been applied.

We then explored the effect of extending the 60 percent charge limit rule to emergency

services. Without access to medical records it is not possible to determine which services

delivered in an emergency room were truly life threatening. Therefore, all claims with a charge

in an emergency room revenue center were excluded from the previous analysis. (Emergency

room claims were identified by matching physician claims with OPD facility claims and

examining the revenue center charges on the facility bill.) These previously excluded claims

were used to simulate the impact of extending the 60 percent rule to emergency services. The

average allowed charge for physician services delivered in an emergency room setting were

higher than comparable allowed charges for services delivered in the office, for 8 of the 17

selected procedures. When the 60 percent charge limit was incorporated into the calculation of

an allowed charge, the charge screen was the limiting factor ranging from 54 percent of all

claims for one procedure to 100 percent of all claims for two other procedures.

The 60 percent charge limit has never applied to physician services delivered in an

ambulatory surgery center. We simulated the effect of extending the limit to services delivered

in that site of care. The mean physician allowed charge for services provided in an ASC was

lower than the comparable allowed charges for physician office services for 11 of the 17
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procedures. However, the 60 percent charge screen was still the limiting factor ranging from

47.5 percent of services for one procedure to 100 percent of all claims for two other procedures.

The Resource Based Relative Value System

To this point, the discussion has centered upon the Medicare payment system in effect

prior to 1992. That system was based on a customary, prevailing, reasonable charge (CPR)

approach relevant to the 1987 claims data used in this analysis. However, beginning in January

1992, the existing CPR system was replaced by a Resource Based Relative Value System

(RBRVS). The RBRVS consists of relative values which vary at the procedure level, geographic

adjustment factors, which vary at the procedure, carrier, locality level, and a national dollar

conversion factor. The relative values used in the calculation of payment rates include three

components — physician work, practice costs or overhead, and malpractice insurance costs. The

RBRVS incorporates reduction in physician payments to avoid double compensation for overhead

costs. Under the RBRVS, the practice cost relative value is reduced by 50 percent when a

physician provides a routine office service in an outpatient department. Physicians are then paid

the minimum of the reduced fee schedule amount and the billed charge. The RBRVS also

eliminated the exclusion for emergency services.

We examined the effect of the RBRVS fee reduction approach by simulating what

physician payments would have been if the RBRVS system had been in effect in 1987. (The

1992 conversion factor was deflated to 1987 levels.) Average payment amounts for services

delivered in a physician's office were lower under the RBRVS than under the CPR system for 13

of the 17 procedures.
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The final simulation included in this analysis involved extension of the reduced RBRVS

fees to physician services provided in an ASC. The ratio of previous CPR allowed charges to

reduced RBRVS amounts ranged from 0.81 to 2.82.
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APPENDIX A

Procedure Codes Subject to the Outpatient Limit

HCPCS* Description

10040 ACNE SURGERY
10060 DRAINAGE OF SKIN ABSCESS
10061 DRAINAGE OF SKIN ABSCESS
10080 DRAINAGE OF PILONIDAL CYST
10120 REMOVE FOREIGN BODY
10121 REMOVE FOREIGN BODY
10140 DRAINAGE OF HEMATOMA
10141 DRAINAGE OF HEMATOMA
10160 PUNCTURE DRAINAGE OF LESION
11000 SURGICAL CLEANSING OF SKIN
11001 ADDITIONAL CLEANSING OF SKIN
11040 SURGICAL CLEANSING, ABRASION
11041 SURGICAL CLEANSING OF SKIN
11042 CLEANSING OF SKIN/TISSUE

11050 TIM SKIN LESION
11051 TRIM 2 TO 4 SKIN LESIONS
11052 TRIM OVER 4 SKIN LESIONS
11100 BIOPSY, EACH ADDITIONAL LESION
11200 REMOVAL OF SKIN TAGS
11201 REMOVAL OF ADDED SKIN TAGS
11400 REMOVAL OF SKIN LESION
11401 REMOVAL OF SKIN LESION
11402 REMOVAL OF SKIN LESION
11403 REMOVAL OF SKIN LESION
11404 REMOVAL OF SKIN LESION
11420 REMOVAL OF SKIN LESION
11421 REMOVAL OF SKIN LESION
11422 REMOVAL OF SKIN LESION
11423 REMOVAL OF SKIN LESION
11424 REMOVAL OF SKIN LESION
11440 REMOVAL OF SKIN LESION
11441 REMOVAL OF SKIN LESION
11442 REMOVAL OF SKIN LESION
11443 REMOVAL OF SKIN LESION
11444 REMOVAL OF SKIN LESION
11446 REMOVAL OF SKIN LESION
11600 REMOVAL OF SKIN LESION
11601 REMOVAL OF SKIN LESION
11602 REMOVAL OF SKIN LESION
11603 REMOVAL OF SKIN LESION
11604 REMOVAL OF SKIN LESION
11620 REMOVAL OF SKIN LESION
11621 REMOVAL OF SKIN LESION
11622 REMOVAL OF SKIN LESION
11623 REMOVAL OF SKIN LESION
11624 REMOVAL OF SKIN LESION

11640 REMOVAL OF SKIN LESION
11641 REMOVAL OF SKIN LESION

11642 REMOVAL OF SKIN LESION
11643 REMOVAL OF SKIN LESION

11644 REMOVAL OF SKIN LESION

11700 SURGICAL CLEANSING OF NAILS

11701 SURGICAL CLEANSING OF NAILS

11710 SURGICAL CLEANSING OF NAILS

11711 SURGICAL CLEANSING OF NAILS
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APPENDIX A

Procedure Codes Subject to the Outpatient Limit

HCPCS* Description

1 1 T)A11730 REMOVAL OF NAIL PLATE
1 1 T? 1
1 1731

T» 1 M /"V V F A T /"* A T"> y""VV TT\ VTA TT T*T A ' 1 ' 1 'REMOVAL OF SECOND NAIL PLATE
1 1 T?1
1 1732

T* T~"~A //M 1 1 i v 7 A TT TXT A * 1 VI 1 A r\r\TrPT/^\ T A TREMOVE NAIL PLATE, ADDITIONAL
11740

T\T» A TV T T"v T ~*v y* T"V 1 1W\ /^l M T TV 1 i"*, 1 ill VTA TTDRAIN BLOOD FROM UNDER NAIL
11750 REMOVAL OF NAIL BED
11760 RECONSTRUCTION OF NAIL BED
11762 RECONSTRUCTION OF NAIL BED
11765 EXCISION OF NAIL FOLD, TOE
1 1900 INJECTION INTO SKIN LESIONS
H90l A irTk T T T"»O t/*V% T TX T T T"iDTTIA\ TO A fvTN 1 ' I 'T /™VV TATSKIN LESION INJECTIONS, ADDITIONAL
13100

T* T"i T*. A TT* /\T~i 11 r/-v¥ t\ TT—v ATI T T"iO T g~\V TREPAIR OF WOUND OR LESION
13101

T» T"<T*. A 1 1 X f\. T™< T T rAT Tk II \ /\T\ T T*"lO T/""VV TREPAIR OF WOUND OR LESION
13 13

1

REPAIR OF WOUND OR LESION
13132

Tk T^T\ A TT* y^vT^ * T f/*\T T"V l | \ /\r\ w T"™lOTA\ TREPAIR OF WOUND OR LESION
13150

T*T^r» A II*. /™*T"t TT f/~\T TV TT™* /~\T"» t ppTAXTREPAIR OF WOUND OR LESION
14000

fit/ TV T -ptppT TT—• TkT—• A T» T*. A XT/"", T"''» A 1 'X 1 ' 1 •

SKIN TISSUE REARRANGEMENT
1 A A.AA
14020

PT7T\t •"f i oot 1 1 ™ r» t-' a nn a * i
1x it7

SKIN TISSUE REARRANGEMENT
14040

A T/T\ T T'TOAT 1 f T* T"^ A T"»n A x T ' T~*X rpV l» 1

1

SKIN TISSUE REARRANGEMENT
15851

T-* | <t T /~VT /AT V***T"" AT 1 ' 1 '1 TT»T""iAREMOVAL OF SUTURES
1 /AAA
16000

TX 1 II ' 1 ' 1 A T '1*1* T™1 A ' I ' A if 1 'X T ' 1 ' AP TT T TT* X T / O \INITIAL TREATMENT OF BURN(S)
16010

ftTI * T*~* A fpt 1T^\TT —
' T* T TT* X T /A \TREATMENT OF BURN(S)

16020
' 1 '

II T~" A * 1 'A fPlTT /\r" TT T TT* X T / O \TREATMENT OF BURN(S)
16025

'Pi! 1— 4 rm *- f—i-K ffi /—\T—' T-» T TT"»XT/A\TREATMENT OF BURN(S)
17000

T**T"»ATT*.T TA'I'IAV T AT7 f-' A AT^ T T™1A T /""\X TDESTRUCTION OF FACE LESION
17001

T*T"> O 1 1 '1 * T IATTAV7 /""V A TVTVT'IT'V T lnnfAV IPDESTRUCTION OF ADDED LESIONS
17002

1-»fcT"< O t < fc T T/^rfTA* T AT" A T"VT"VW<TV T |-IOTA\ TODESTRUCTION OF ADDED LESIONS
17010

T""vT~*OTT*T TATTIAX T OT.F"TVT T TlflTA\T/P\DESTRUCTION SKIN LESION(S)

17100
T*vT"> A ' 1 '1 * T TOTTAV T AT7 A I/TV T T T* A T /""*»y TDESTRUCTION OF SKIN LESION

17101
T"™kTT"< A ' 1 *l * T TArnTAV T y*T~> AV 1 1 \ T "T"l A T/*VV TDESTRUCTION OF 2ND LESION

17102
1—VT< O rrw * T TATI/"V\ T yvT"1 A TNT*T~iT\ T T""l O T /"V *. TODESTRUCTION OF ADDED LESIONS

17104
TvT"* O " 1 '1 * T T/™»TTA\ T /\T~i f^l T./"TV T T I""" A TAl TODESTRUCTION OF SKIN LESIONS

17105
T~vT"*< O ' I * T IATTIA\ T A g~\ T/TV T T T"» O X V~"v "V T r~\DESTRUCTION OF SKIN LESIONS

17110
TNTi OTT* T t/"I'THT/""*V T y*T"< A I/T* T T T"i A T y™**, T f~>DESTRUCTION OF SKIN LESIONS

17200
T"«T T"l S~ V I ' 1 * y"*v /I A T n 1 H <1~* T T y"**T"> O T/T* T 1 1 " A /"»ELECTROCAUTERY OF SKIN TAGS

17201 ELECTROCAUTERY ADDED LESIONS
17250 CHEMICAL CAUTERY OF WOUND
17304

T | %« m A T TT* y~™l | i * T T —v T™^ AT/ TV T T T~* O T rf~v* TCHEMOSURGERY OF SKIN LESION
17305 2ND STAGE CHEMOSURGERY
17306

s*% TT* i-«v A rT* A y T~* V TT"' * M A T 1 1 * /I T"*T» T r3RD STAGE CHEMOSURGERY
17307 FOLLOW-UP SKIN LESION THERAPY
17310 EXTENSIVE SKIN CHEMOSURGERY
17340 CRYOTHERAPY OF SKIN

17360 SKIN PEEL THERAPY
19000 DRAINAGE OF BREAST LESION
19100 BIOPSY OF BREAST
20000 INCISION OF ABSCESS
20500 INJECTION OF SINUS TRACT
20520 REMOVAL OF FOREIGN BODY
20550 INJECTION TREATMENT
20600 DRAINAGE JOIN/BURSA/CYST





APPENDIX A

Procedure Codes Subject to the Outpatient Limit

HCPCS* Tjpcr*nr\ti r\nJ-^CoL-I ipilLHl

90605 nP AIMAnC TOTTJ/RT TP Q A /PVQT
rwrcf'T/rYD a tm totmt/ritdca

9061 5 TPP A TN/fPMT OP DHMC PVQT
90670 PPTvfOVAT OP CTTPPOPT FViPT ANTIvniVlU V /VL, Ur oUrrUR 1 llvlrL/VlN 1

91030Z1UJU PPIMOVAT flC PAPP ROMP T PQTOMIvnlVIU V AJL Ur r/\\_n BUiNn LinolUrN

91040 PPMnVAI OP TAW ROMP T PQIONrLrlrvlU V /VL Ur J /\W Dulic l_iEnjIUrN

93066 RTOPQV QT-TOTTT HPD TTQCT TP<?

94650 TPP AT P Ar»TT TQ PPAPTTTPP
95500 TRP AT PPAm TPP OP P ADTT1 IvCrV 1 rrvrYL_ 1 URE Ur RnUlUo
95600 TRPAT FRAPTTTRF RAnTTT^/TTT NA
96010 dratnapf op ftnpfr arspf^
96600 TRFAT MPTAPARPAT PP APT! TRF

96605 TPP AT MFTAPARPAT PP APT! FRF

96790 TPP AT FTNPiFR PR APT! TRF FAPT-T

97590 TRPAT k'NFFPAP FP APT! TRF

977X0 TRFATMFNT OF FIRT TT A PR APTT TRF

27786 TRFATMFNT OF AMKT F FR APTT TRF

9X001 DRATNAPiF OF RTTR9A OF FOOT
9X010 TMPTSTPiM OF TOF TFNDON11 > L. 1 iJ 1L71 > Ur 1vC IClll-'Ull

9X0Q0 RFMOVAT OF FOOT T F<?TOMivnrviu v ur ruui i^co iuin

981 OX RFMOVAT OF TOF T F9TOM<IIvnlVIU V /vl_, Ur 1UC L-ColUINO

98194 PARTTAT RFMOVAT OF TOFrnl\ 1 i/VL IxUlvlU V rvL Ur 1 Uc
98196Zo liU PARTTAT RFMOVAT OF TOF
981 53 PARTTAT RFMOVAT OF TOFr rVTv 1 1/VLi ivtllVlU V /\L Ur 1 Uc
98160ZO lOU PARTTAT PPMOVAI OF TOFr rvtv 1 IrvL rvtlrVlU V /VL Ur 1 Ut
981Q0ZO l7U RFMOVAT OF FOOT FORFTPM RODYivniviu v r\ i . ur ruu i rurvr_-ivjin duu i

98930 T7MPT<;TOM OF FOOT TFMnOMC<;^

98939ZoZJZ TMPT^TOM OF TOF TFMDOMJiNl^lOlUIN Ur 1UC 1 HINL^UIN

98934 TMPTSTOM OF FOOT TFTMFlOMiiN v^. loluiN ur ruu i i r_-i> l^uin

98970ZoZ /V ppi PASF OF FOOT POMTRAPTTTRF
98979 RFT FA^F OF TOF TOTMT FAPI4

98985 RFVT^TOM OF T4AMMFRTOFrvn v lo iuin ur li/Ajviiviniv i un
989Q8 PORRFPTTOM OF RTTMTOMv^uivi\-C\^ i lull ur Duiiiuii

98308 TMPT"\TON OF MFTATAR9AT
98400 TRFATMFNT OF TTFFT FRAPTTTRF
98470 TRFAT MFTATAR9AT FRAPTTTRF
98475 TRPAT MFTATARsAT FRAPTTTRF
984Q0 TRFAT RTPt TOF FRAPTTTRFi rvr,r\ i Diu l un* rrv/Av^ i lj rvc

98510Zo J IV TRFATMPMT OF TOF FRAPTTTRF

zoJ 1J TRFATMPMT OF TOF FR APT! TPPi rvn/\ i ivim> i ur iun rr\/\L i uivn
APPT TPATTOM OF T OMO ARM PAQTrvr r ijlv-/\ 1 1U1N Ur L/U1>IU /MvlVl v^rVO 1

APPT Tr'ATTOM OP POPPAP\/f PACTAr r J_ilL-/\ 1 1U1N Ur rUKnAJvlvl 1

29085 APPLY HAND/WRIST CAST
29105 APPLY LONG ARM SPLINT

29125 APPLY FOREARM SPLINT

29126 APPLY FOREARM SPLINT

29130 APPLICATION OF FINGER SPLINT

29200 STRAPPING OF CHEST
29260 STRAPPING OF ELBOW OR WRIST
29345 APPLICATION OF LONG LEG CAST





APPENDIX A

Procedure Codes Subject to the Outpatient Limit

HCPCS* Description

A DDT TP A TT/^IM r\TT T r\KTP T TT^ P A CTArrLlLAllUIN Ur LUINU LLU LAol
A DDT TPATTAKT T f~»MP 1 CP PACTArrLILAllUIN Ur LUINU LLU

9Q4AC A DDT V CUrtDT T CP fACTArrLY arlUKl LLU CAM
9Q49< A DDT V Clir>DT T CP PACTArrLY orlUKl LLU LAol
9Q4"*S A DDT V CUHDT T CP PACTArrLY oriUKl LLU LAS1
9QAd.fl a tyt»tttpm nc \\r a t vcd to pactAUDI 1 1UIN Ur W ALfvLK 1U LA51
9QS1 Si7J lj A DDT IfATTAM T 0\X/CP T CP CPT TMTArrLlL.A 1 lUfN LUWLK Llu orLlTNl

9QS90ZfJZU CTP A PPTMH AC T-TTP
ij i tsj\r riTNu ur rtir

9Q530Z7JJU CTP APPTMP AC VMCCo l KjArrlTNvj Ur ruNnr.

9QS4.fl CTP APPTMP OF AMT^T Co i ivArrirNU ur /vinivlc

9QS50 ctd apptmp of topqo 1 rvrvxrUNO Ur 1 Ucj
9QS80 A PPT TPATTOM OF PACTF ROOTr\TiLslK^r\ 1 1U1N Ur rAj 1 C DUU 1

9Q700 PPMOVAT /PFVTCTOM OF PACTrvLllVlU V r\_L/r\_n, V lo IUIN Ur Lnol
9Q70SZ7 /U-> RPMOVAI /PFVTCTOM OF PA^TiVHIVIU V /vL/ivE, V lolUIN Ur Lnjl
JU1UU TMTPAMACAT RTOPCYITS 1 1VAINnjAL DlUro I

"301 10Jul 1U PFMOVAT OF MOCF POT VPCC"\rVCJVIU V A_L Ur INUOt rULI nJ)
30900 TMTFPTTOM TT?F ATMFMT OF MOCFITNJCV^ 1 1U1N 1 ivHrV 1 lVLtlN 1 Ur INUoC
309 IfiJUZ1U MACAT CTMTTC TT4CPAPVrNAoAJL oliNUo 1 nrivAr I

30Q01 POMTPOT OF MOCFRT FFFl

i 1 AAAJ 1UUU rpP TP ATTOM M A YTT T APV CTMT TCLKivlUA 1 1U1N JV1AA1LLAK I oliNUo
319SOJ IZjU MACAT FMTlOCPOPV r»T A PMOCTTP1NA5AL LINlJUov-Ur I , UlAUrNUo 11L.

7 1 SOS r»T APMOCTTP T APVKIPOCPOPVlJlAUrNUollv-- LAK I INUUoLUr I

3 T S9S r»T APMOCTTP T APVMPOCPOPVLHAvJlNU.5 1 1L. LAK I fNuvoLUr I

3 1 S7S FTRFPCPOPTP T APVMPOCPOPVrlBCKoL-UrlL, LAK I INuuoLUr I

36400 FCTART TCI4 APPFCC TO VFTMCo 1 AI51_,lorl Av^V-Goo 1U VHITN

JO'+Zj FCTART TCT4 APPFCC TO VFTM
3^470JO+ /U TMTFPTTOM TT-TFP APY OF VFTMltnjiiv- i iuin i ruirv-Ar i ur vcun

JUn / 1 TMTFPTTOM TT-TFP APV OF VFTMCUNJUv, 1 1UIN 1 rLIllvAr I Ur VHITNiJ

JUjUU TMCFRTTOM OF PATT4FTFR VFTMii> oniv i iuin ur K^t\ i nn i nix, v cijn

JOJUJ MFFDT F RTOPCY T VMPT4 MOnPCC^
404Q0 P.TOPCY OF T TPuiuro i ur i_iir

4.0808 RTOPQY OF MOTTTT-I T FCTOMDiurj i ur iviuu in j_iCOiui>

408 1 FYPTCTOM OF MOT TTT4 T FCTOMca.v^ioiuin ur 1V1UU 1 n LJiolUlN

40819H\JO 1Z FYPTCF/PFPATP MOT TTT4 T FCTOMcslk^ioejt\crAiiv iviuu in lhoiuim
41 1 0OH 1 luU RTOPCY OF TOMPTTFDiurs i ur i uiNuuc
41 108HI lUo RTOPCY OF FT OOP OF MOT TTT-TDlUr j I ur rLUUR Ur IVIUU 1 rl

41119Hi 1 1Z FYPTCTOM OF TOMPT TF T FCTOMCAv-lolUfN Ur lUnUUC LtolUIN
/I9 1 AA PTOPCV POOF OF MOT TTT4DlUro I KUUr Ur IVTUUin

4ZjjU DCMA\/ A T OF CAT TV APV CTAKTCKLMUVAL Ur oALlVAKY olUINL

42650 DILATION OF SALIVARY DUCT
42800 BIOPSY OF THROAT
45300 PROCTOSIGMOIDOSCOPY
45302 PROCTOSIGMOIDOSCOPY
45303 PROCTOSIGMOIDOSCOPY
45305 PROCTOSIGMOIDOSCOPY; BIOPSY
45310 PROCTOSIGMOIDOSCOPY
45330 SIGMOIDOSCOPY
45355 SURGICAL COLONOSCOPY
46050 INCISION OF ANAL ABSCESS
46083 INCISE EXTERNAL HEMORRHOID





APPENDIX A

Procedure Codes Subject to the Outpatient Limit

HCPCS* tvCoCIipUOU

*TUZ-Z. 1 T TP A ttont nc T-iPTV/fOPPTJOTTvc*

46730 PPl\/fO\/AT OP A MAT TADCKcMU V A_L Ur AJNAJL 1 ArSo

tvtlvlU V A.L Ur rlrJVlUKjvrlULLJ LLU 1

46500HUJOO rMTPPTTOM T~MTO irCMnUDUnTTlQ
ot aomoqttp antocpopvIJlAvjlNUo 1 1L. AINUoL-Url

46607 UIAUINUO 1 IV, AlNUov^Ur I

46604 awn^mpv amo on atihm
46614HOD It AMHQrnPV- POMTPOT RT PPOTMOATNUoCUr I , L-UIN 1 KUL J3J_,E,t!.JJLlNLJ

46Q00 OPQTPT TPTTON AMAT T PQTOMf^UEO 1 IVUv., 1 1U1N, ATNAL J_i£loJ.UiNl3 J

46Q34HO"JH opqtpttptton nc upimoppuotoqUEj 1 l\UL 1 1U1N Ur rLnJVlUfsJvriULL'o

46Q36 OPQTPT TPTTOM OP UPMOPPUnTTlQUCo 1 I\.UV-_ 1 1U1N Ur ririlvlUivrxjlULL'.J

46Q45HO"4*J T TP ATTOM OP T-TPPv/fOP PUOTOQLIUA 1 1UTN Ur nc.iVlUKJxjlULL'o

506Q0JUU7U TMTPPTTON POP TTPPTPP Y PAVJJ>J£C 1 J.UTN rUK Ui\-t,lE,K A-tvA I

51 700J 1 / V7U TPPTOATTOM OP PT AOOPPIjnJxIUA 1 1U1> Ur t5L/\UJ_Jtix

51 705J 1 /UJ PUAMOP OP PT AnnCD TT TPPv^rtAJNvjr., Ur DLAULJtK I UBc
51770 TDC A TN/fPMT OP PT AnHCP T PCTON

1 ivE.A 1 rVltlN 1 Ur BL/UJUcK LtolUrN
57000 PVCTOQPOPVLI jl UotUr

I

57781 PVQTOQPOPV AMO TPP ATN/TPMTLIjlUoLUrl AINU 1 rvE.A 1 1VLC.1N 1

53600 OTT ATP TTPPTT-TPA QTPTPTTTPPU1LA1C Urvt 1 rlKA o i KIV^ 1 Urvt
53601 OTT ATP TTPPTT-TPA CTPTPTTTPP

53670 OTT ATP TTPPTT-TPA nTPTPTT fPP

JJUL 1 On ATP T TPPTT-TP A CTPTPTT TPP

53660 On ATTON OP T TPPTT-TP ALJLL^r\ 1 1U1N Ur UrvJilrlxVA

53661 On ATTON OP T TPPTT-TP AUlL^r\ 1 1U1\ Ur UIvl, 1 rTIvA

53670JJO /u TTMCPPT TTRTNARV PATT-TPTPR11NoE.IX 1 UrVUN AIV I A 1 iLl, 1 Crv

54735 PPMTT P TNTPPTTONrniN li_iC j_injhi~ 1 iuin

55000 ORATNAPP OP T-TYOROPPT P
55700 RTOPSY OP PROQTATPBluro I Ur rl\Uu InlL
5^501JOJU1 nPQTPI TPTTOKJ \/7 TT V A T PQTONJf^UBjllVULHUn, VULVn LE.jlUl'Hjj

5^600JOOUU rtop<;y op vttt vaBlUr j I Ur VULVA
571 OOj 1 lUv PTOPQV OP \/ A r.TKl ABlUrj I Ur V AUliN f\

571^0J 1 lOU TTsI^PRTTON OP PP<I^ARYliNOClv 1 1U1N Ur r coonlx. I

57457J /HJZ PY A N/fTM ATTOM OP \/ AOFM ACA./vlVlllNA 1 1U1> Ur VAU11NA

J /HJH VArTTMA PY A NyTTTsI ATTOM & RTOP<JVVAUliNA HA.A1V11JNA 1 1U1> OC BlUro I

57500 RTOPQY OP PPRVTYBlUro I Ur UE.iv V LA

J / JUJ PMOOPPR X/TP A T PT TRPTTAflPE,l>IL'UV_.nJ\. V lv_AL l_Ul\J_.l Inut
^7^1 nJ / J 1U P A T TTPR T7 ATTOM OP PPRVTYLnUl iHVLZjA 1 1U1N Ur LcRVlA
^7^1 1 PRYOPATTTPRY OP PPRVTYLRlULnUlCRI Ur v_EJV V Us.

jo tuu rtop<;y op tttprttq t tvtmpBlUr j I Ur U lEKUO l_il_lNliNU

^8 1 07Jo 1UZ PTTRPTTAP.P OP TTTPRTTQ T TTsTTMPV^UIvHI InUL Ur U 1 LlvUj Lj1J> liN vJ

5Q470 PARP RPPORP OPT TVPRYl^AIvC DIlrUI\J_. UEL1 V CIV I

/;ni f\C\0U1UU PTOPQV OP TT-TVPOTOBlUro I Ur 1 rl I KULL»

61070 BRAIN CANAL SHUNT PROCEDURE
64400 INJECTION FOR NERVE BLOCK
64405 INJECTION FOR NERVE BLOCK
64413 INJECTION FOR NERVE BLOCK
64415 INJECTION FOR NERVE BLOCK
64418 INJECTION FOR NERVE BLOCK
64420 INJECTION FOR NERVE BLOCK
64425 INJECTION FOR NERVE BLOCK





APPENDIX A

Procedure Codes Subject to the Outpatient Limit

HCPCS* Description

64440 INlFrTlON FOR NFRVF Rl OCK
64441 TNTPrTTOM FOR MFRVF RT ClCKLA^iJ I_<v_ 1 1V_/1>| rwlx INJT-dx V L, iJX^Wv-XV

64445 INIFfTTON FOR MFRVF Rl OCKlilJLiV^ 1 IWll lVlv 1 iDl\ V J_( DX^v/v-XV

64450 INIFCTION FOR NFRVF Rl OCK
64505 INTFmON FOR NFRVF Rl OCK
64550 APPT Y MFT rRO^TTMT TT ATORY
64565 TMPT ANT NFTTROFT FrTRODFS
64640 INlFrTlON TRFATMFNT OF NFRVF
65205 REMOVE FORF1GN RODY FROM FYEI.VI * V X_- 1 V/I\ijl\JJ 'I IJ V_/ X-/ X X XVVIVX J . X 1—

r

65210 REMOVE FOREIGN RODY FROM EYEX\ 1 < 1 VA V/ V X-» X v / 1 x l .iv l] ^( XJV/X-/ X X IVWl'l 1—. X 1—

65220 REMOVE FORFIGN RODY FROM EYE1X1 - ' » * V-/ V Xw X v / 1 X 1 . XVJ 1 'I x>v 1—-* X X XVV/1VX J—< X 5—

<

65222 RFMOVF FORFIGN RODY FROM FYFXVX—tlVXV/ V X-» X VIVL—IVJ1 'I JJVJ'X—' X X XXV-/1VX X—i X X—

i

65430 CORNEAL SMEAR
65435 CURETTE/TREAT CORNEA* v uiviw x x JLj/ x ivLjA x v^vxvi li^rl

66761 REVISION OF IRISi\ i < y Xij iv_y 1 1 v/i xj.vx.wJ

66762 REVISION OF IRISxvi— v Xhjxvi^i vyi xxvXkj

67031 I ASFR SURGFRY FYF STRANDSIj/VJI^IX J w IVVJJwXV X f Xw X Xw O X XVTVL ~ X-»»»J

67105VJ 1 1 V/.J RFPA1R DFTACHFD RFTTNAXVX-/I /A1XV, J_/I_, 1 / VV_ 1 LX-iX-J XVL, 1 Xi ^ / V

67141VJ 1 XT X TRFATMFNT OF RF7TM

A

67145 TRFATMFNT OF RFTTNAl XVX--/T. 1 ivix-,!^ i v_/x xvx—f 1 xU ^ r\

67208 TRFATMFNT OF RFTTNAI I FSION
67210vJ / 4d X \J TRFATMFNT OF RFTTNAI I FSIONX XVX_</k X IVXX—d ^ X V/X XVJw 1 ii> ri-Lj L<i-.JIV/i n

67228 TRFATMFNT OF RFTTNAI I FSION
67505 TNTFCT/TRFAT FYF SOCKETii iJLf\_ X / X IvLiA X 1—. X Xw kjv/V^XVJw X

67515U / J1J TNTFCT/TRFAT FYF SOCKET
67700\J 1 1 \J\J DRAINAGF OF FYFI ID ARSCFSSX-'XVTVL-l 'I / VV_li_/ V-/1 X_/ X 1 / VXJOV_ X—»vJ v_7

67800 REMOVE EYELID LESION
67801 REMOVE EYELTD LRSIONS
67810 RIOPSY OF EYELIDXJXV/l kj X VI J—< X X— X—iXJ_>

67820 REVISE EYELASHES
67825 REVISE EYELASHES
67840\J 1 0~\J REMOVE EYELTD LESION
67850 TREAT EYELID LESION
67921VJ / 4m I REPAIR EYELID DEFECTXVI - 1 rLLl\ J ' X i .1 '*< / X^1_^X X_<V. X

68090 TNCISE/DRATN EYELTD LTNTNGXI ~ V- 1 kJ J_»/ Xw^XVrVXi ~ X i - 1 -i i > J—> 1 1 'I LS 1 VJ

681 10UO XIV REMOVE EYELID LINING LESION
68900 TRFAT EYELTD RY INJECTIONX XVI_»/V X A—« X 1 - 1 1 1 / U X XX IJLjV- X XV/1 1

68440 TNCISF TFAR DUCT OPFNTNGLliVlJlv X IwAiX X--' \J V^ X V/X X—<i 1 XI 1 V_l

68700 RFPATR TFAR DUCTS
68760 CT OSF TFAR DUCT OPFNTNGV_ X—-V/ vJp jL— X iwAl\ X-' v_V V_ X V/X 1—'1 'I Xi 'I VJ

68800UOOxJXJ DTT ATF TFAR DUCT OPFNTNGfS}
68890 FXPT ORF TFAR DUCT SYSTFMXJ/VX J—(V/XVLj X l—> /VJV V/ V- X J 1 J 1 XwlVX

68830 REOPEN TEAR DUCT CHANNEL
68840 EXPLORE/IRRIGATE TEAR DUCTS
69000 DRAIN EXTERNAL EAR LESION

69020 DRAIN OUTER EAR CANAL LESION

69100 BIOPSY OF EXTERNAL EAR
69200 CLEAR OUTER EAR CANAL
69210 REMOVE IMPACTED EAR WAX
69220 CLEAN OUT MASTOID CAVITY
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HCPCS* L/toU lULIUil

6Q999o^zzz ci cam rxi vr a CTnm pavitvl^UlAiN UUl MAJ 1 (JLL) CAV11 I

TXTT7T ATC K/frr\F\T C CAD rAMAIITNrLAlt MLDDLt tAK L-ATNAL,
^0401 TMCT ATC MTV\T\I C CAD PAMAIliNrLA 11 NVlDDLill C.AK CAPS A_L

07HZU TMf'TQT/'WT nC CADnPTTl/I

PPEATC CAPTYPTTM ODCMTMn

0701U DCDATD HE CAPTYDTTMKtrA1K Ur tAKJJKUJVl
Q9009Z7ZUUZ EVE EYAU Jtr TDC AT\,1CM"T MCWtit tAAJVl oc 1 l\_t,A 1 M-tlN 1 , INtW

CVC CY AM Xr TDCATA/fCMT MEWtit tAAJVl Oc 1 l\tA 1 IVLC.1N 1 , INC.

W

09019 CVC FYAM & TRCATMCMT FCTP.C I C tAAIV1 OC 1 I\t/\ 1 IVltlN 1 , CO 1 15

.

09014 CVC CYAM Rr TRFATMFMT FCTP.LIE CA.-TV1V1 oc 1 IvL-n 1 IViniN 1 , DO 1 D

.

Q901

8

CVC CYAM Ur TDCATMCMT MCWLie nA./VIVI oc 1 I\t/\ 1 JV1CJN 1 , INtW
Q9090 CPCPTAT CVC CV AT T TATTPiMortd/VL CIE CVALUA 1 ll_flN

09060 CPCPTAT CVC CV AT T TATTHMortvH/\L tit tv rtLUn 1 1VJ1N

090^ PiRTT-TPiPTTP/PT CPiPTTP TT? ATNTMP
09070 PTTTTNJn OC rONTAPT T CMC
090817ZU0

1

VKTTAT CTCT D CY AMTM ATIPiNfClVIoUAL rlCLlJ LA rVlVlii > /\ 1 1WIN VO

/

070X9 VTSTTAT CTCT T~> FY AMTM ATTPiMfSlV IjU r\ 1 . riELU tA./YlVlllN/\ 1 Iwi^Ho^

09083 VTQTTAT CTCT r> CY AMTMATlDMi SIVIjUaL ~ltJL/ty tA.r\iVlllNr\ 1 IwliVO )

Q910A CCRTAT TOMOMFTRY FYAMC11otlVl/VJL. 1 UiNvJlVlt 1 IV I tA/vlVHo )

09 190 TOMPiPRAPWY & CVC CVAT TTATTHM1 \JW \J\J1SJ\rrl I Oc tit t V nLUnl 1vJIN

09 1 30 WATCD PDOVOPATIOM TOMOf.1? APHY
09 14.0 nT ATirr^MA ppovopativf tcctqvjLrVU^VJlVl/\ rISXJ V A 1 1 Vt IColo
Q999^yzzzo CYTCMTlCn ODI-TTT4 A T Mr»QfTlPV MCWtA 1 tINl_7ti_7 KJrrl I rlALIVlL/o^VJr 1 , INtW
Q999Ayzzzo CYTCMTlCr* ODUTT4 A T MOCPTiPV

yzzju pidtjttj a t \/incrnpv/ AMnTocr^r^PV

yzzjj npuTUAi K^ncrr>Dv

/

a wr.inr.p apuvKJr rl 1nALMUoLUr I /AJNOlUVJKAr rl 1

yzz /U ct Errpn on tt nr.p apuvtLtL 1 t\\J-vJL,UtvJOrvArrl I

yzz /d CT EPTPOPETTMflT.P APUVtl_tV- 1 IvVJIvt 1 lUNVJOlxAr rl I

Q9980 cpcPTAT CVC CVAT TTATTHMOrELlAL t 1 t t V ftLUn 1 1VJ1N

Q99837ZZ0J POT OR VTCTfYM CYAMTMATTHMV^VJtWlV V lO 1W1N tA/VlVlliN f\ I l\Jl\

09984 nAPIf AHA PT ATTOM CYC CYAMi^/\Jvrv r\Ur\r 1 f\ 1 tit tA/VIVl

0998^ TMTCPMAT FVF PHOTOGRAPHY
Q931 17iJ 1 I "?PCPTAT POMTAPT T FN<! FT' 1"

1
'1MP

Q93197iJ 1Z cpcPTAT POMTAPT T CM<5 CTTTTMPjrCLlnL 1 rVV^ 1 ttlNO 111 1 11N

O

093^9 CPCPTAT 9PFPTAPT FS FT' I'llMPJ r r.i [Hi. jrCL 1 nULCj n 1 lli>iU

yzj j j cpFPTAT <\PFPTAPT F<5 CTTTTMP
1 nV^ 1 r\ 1 . jrCvlnCLLo ill 1 11N v_J

09^H4 CAR MTPROCPOPY CYAMTMATTPiMtrVrv ivill^rvwo^vJr I tA/VlviJUNr\ 1 1UIN

09 ^HA cpcCPT-T T-TFARTMP FVAT TTATTPiNjrtXLrl Oc ritrtlvLlNVJ LVnLUnllUn
VzjU /

CPFFPI4/HCARTMP TT4FRAPYilclnintrVrvLiN \j 1 ntrv/vr 1

QT^1 1y/j 1

1

M A CPPT-T AR YMPPiCPPiPY

yzj 10 CAPTAT MCRVC CT IMPTTPM TCQ.TrrtL-lnL INtlxVt rUlNV^ 1 1U1N 1 to 1

ly 1
PAPniAP RCT4AR^AxVL/lAV, rvtrl/VD

93798 CARDIAC REHAB/MONITOR
95831 LIMB MUSCLE TESTING, MANUAL
95832 HAND MUSCLE TESTING, MANUAL
95833 BODY MUSCLE TESTING, MANUAL
95834 BODY MUSCLE TESTING, MANUAL
95851 RANGE OF MOTION MEASUREMENTS
95852 RANGE OF MOTION MEASUREMENTS
95857 TENSILON TEST
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HCPCS* Description

96440 CHEMOTHERAPY, INTRACAVITARY
99201 OFFICE & OTHER OUTPATIENT, NEW PATIENT, LEVEL 1

99202 OFFICE & OTHER OUTPATIENT, NEW PATIENT, LEVEL 2

99203 OFFICE & OTHER OUTPATIENT, NEW PATIENT, LEVEL 3

99204 OFFICE & OTHER OUTPATIENT, NEW PATIENT, LEVEL 4

99205 OFFICE & OTHER OUTPATIENT, NEW PATIENT, LEVEL 5

9921 1 OFFICE & OTHER OUTPATIENT, ESTAB PATIENT, LEVEL 1

99212 OFFICE & OTHER OUTPATIENT, ESTAB PATIENT, LEVEL 1

99213 OFFICE & OTHER OUTPATIENT, ESTAB PATIENT, LEVEL 1

99214 OFFICE & OTHER OUTPATIENT, ESTAB PATIENT, LEVEL 1

99215 OFFICE & OTHER OUTPATIENT, ESTAB PATIENT, LEVEL 1

A2000 MANIPULATION OF SPINE BY CHIROPRACTOR
H5300 OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY
M0005 ' OFFICE VISITS W/ 2 OR MORE MODALITIES TO THE SAME AREA
M0006 OFFICE VISITS W/ 1 OF THE ABOVE MENTIONED TREATMENT
M0007 OFFICE VISIT INC. COMBINATION OF ANY MODALITY(S) AND
M0008 OFFICE VISIT INC. COMBINATION OF ANY MODALITY(S) AND
M0101 CUTTING OR REMOVAL OF CORNS, CALLUSES AND/OR

TRIMMING OF NAILS, APPLICATION
M0702 BRIEF, OSTEOPATHIC MANIPULATIVE THERAPY PERFORMED IN

OFFICE, OR
M0704 LIMITED, OSTEOPATHIC MANIPULATIVE THERAPY PERFORMED
M0706 INTERMEDIATE OSTEOPATHIC MANIPULATIVE THERAPY

PERFORMED
M0708 EXTENDED OSTEOPATHIC MANIPULATIVE THERAPY

PERFORMED
M0710 COMPREHENSIVE OSTEOPATHIC MANIPULATIVE THERAPY

PERFORMED

Source: Federal Register, vol. 56, no. 227 (Monday, November 25, 1991).

* All CPT codes and descriptors, copyright 1991 AMA








